
Series editor’s foreword

Contemporary British Novelists offers readers critical introductions to some
of the most exciting and challenging writing of recent years. Through detailed
analysis of their work, volumes in the series present lucid interpretations 
of authors who have sought to capture the sensibilities of the late twentieth 
and twenty-first centuries. Informed, but not dominated, by critical theory,
Contemporary British Novelists explores the influence of diverse traditions,
histories and cultures on prose fiction, and situates key figures within their
relevant social, political, artistic and historical contexts.

The title of the series is deliberately provocative, recognising each of the
three defining elements as contentious identifications of a cultural framework
that must be continuously remade and renamed. The contemporary British
novel defies easy categorisation and rather than offering bland guarantees as
to the current trajectories of literary production, volumes in this series contest
the very terms that are employed to unify them. How does one conceptualise,
isolate and define the mutability of the contemporary? What legitimacy can 
be claimed for a singular Britishness given the multivocality implicit in the
redefinition of national identities? Can the novel form adequately represent
reading communities increasingly dependent upon digitalised communica-
tion? These polemical considerations are the theoretical backbone of the series,
and attest to the difficulties of formulating a coherent analytical approach to
the discontinuities and incoherencies of the present.

Contemporary British Novelists does not seek to appropriate its subjects for
prescriptive formal or generic categories; rather it aims to explore the ways in
which aesthetics are reproduced, refined and repositioned through recent
prose writing. If the overarching architecture of the contemporary always
eludes description, then the grandest ambition of this series must be to plot at
least some of its dimensions.

Daniel Lea
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